MODE OF TRAVEL (MOT) LIST OF VALUES
10/24/2008

Includes land, snow, water, and air Modes of Travel for use on roads & trails or within
areas off roads and trails.

Code and Hierarchy

Description

0 ALL TRAFFIC

All types of motorized and non-motorized traffic

1. MOTOR VEHICLE

Any vehicle which is self-propelled, other than a
wheelchair or mobility device as defined in 36 CFR 261.2,
including highway legal and off-highway vehicles (OHV).
Excludes aircraft, watercraft, and over snow vehicles
according to 36 CFR 212.51

MOT: Motorized Highway Legal Vehicles
1.1. HIGHWAY VEHICLE

Any motor vehicle that is licensed or certified under State
law for general operation on all public roads within the
State.

1.1.1. PASSENGER VEHICLE

All passenger vehicles such as sedans, and other typical
low clearance vehicles less than 10,000 GVW licensed to
operate on public roads

1.1.2. HIGH CLEARANCE VEHICLE

All sport utility vehicles (SUVs), light trucks, motorcycles,
and other highway-legal vehicles designed for operation
on rough terrain. These vehicles are also OHVs under
1.2.

1.1.3. MOTOR VEHICLE > 10,000 GVW

All motor vehicles greater than 10,000 pounds GVW
licensed to operate on public roads

1.1.3.1. TRUCK

All motor vehicles greater than 10,000 pounds GVW
designed, used, or maintained primarily for the
transportation of property or equipment, such as lowboys,
log trucks, chip trucks, end dumps and fire trucks licensed
to operate on public roads

1.1.3.2. BUS

All motor vehicles designed for carrying more than 10
passengers and greater than 10,000 pounds GVW
licensed to operate on public roads

1.1.3.3. MOTOR HOME

All motor vehicles that are self-contained living quarters on
wheels licensed to operate on public roads
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MOT: Motorized OHV
1.2. STANDARD/TERRA OHV

Any motor vehicle designed for or capable of cross-country
travel on or immediately over land. These vehicles may
also be a High Clearance Highway Vehicle under 1.2.

Motorized OHV > 50” MOT
1.2.1. OHV > 50”

OHVs greater than 50” in width, such as sport utility
vehicles (SUVs), rock crawlers, UTVs, and sand rails.

1.2.1.1. WHEELED OHV > 50”

OHVs greater than 50” in width operating on wheels

1.2.1.2. TRACKED OHV > 50”

OHVs greater than 50” in width operating on tracks,
including SUVs or utility vehicles with track conversion kits.

1.2.1.3. OTHER OHV > 50”

Other OHVs greater than 50“ in width that are not wheeled
or tracked.

Motorized OHV <= 50” MOT
1.2.2. OHV <= 50”
1.2.2.1. WHEELED OHV <= 50”

OHVs less than or equal to 50” in width.
OHVs less than or equal to 50” in width operating on
wheels such as ATVs, motorcycles, and balancing
scooters,

1.2.2.1.1. ATV

OHVs less than or equal to 50” with three or more lowpressure tires, handle-bar steering and a seat designed to
be straddled by the operator.

1.2.2.1.2. MOTORCYCLE

Two-wheeled vehicles on which the two wheels are inline,
not side-by-side.

1.2.2.1.3. OTHER WHEELED OHV <=50

Other wheeled OHVs less than or equal to 50” in width.
Includes balancing scooters.

1.2.2.2. TRACKED OHV <= 50”

An OHV less than or equal to 50” in width operating on
tracks. Includes ATVs with track conversion kits and
snowmobiles when not operating over snow.

1.2.2.3. OTHER OHV <= 50”

Other OHVs less than or equal to 50“ in width that are not
considered to be ATVs or motorcycles and are not wheeled
or tracked.
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MOT: Non-Motorized Standard/Terra (Standard/Terra Trail Non-Motorized Use)
2. NON-MOTORIZED

All use by other than motor vehicles, including
wheelchairs or mobility devices under CFR 212.1,
including battery-powered.

2.1

HIKER/PEDESTRIAN

Foot travel, including wheelchairs or mobility devices.

2.2

PACK AND SADDLE

Riding or packing stock

2.2.1 HORSE/MULE

Horses or mules

2.2.2 LLAMA

Llamas

2.2.3

Other packing animals, including goats.

OTHER PACK STOCK

2.3 MECHANIZED

All use by mechanized transport other than motor
vehicles.

2.3.1

BICYCLE

Bicycles

2.3.2

GAME CARTS

Game carts

2.3.3

ANIMAL PULLED VEHICLE

Mechanized vehicles pulled by animals, including
horse/mule drawn carts, wagons, and carriages.

2.3.4

SKATE/SKATEBOARD

Roller skates, inline skates, skateboards, and similar
devices.

2.3.5 OTHER MECHANIZED
2.4 ANIMALS
2.4.1

LIVESTOCK

Other non-motorized mechanized vehicles.
All use by domestic animals and livestock not included in
Section 2.2 above.
All use by domestic livestock, including cattle, sheep and
goats.

2.4.1.1 CATTLE

Use by cattle

2.4.1.2 SHEEP/GOAT

Use by sheep and goats

2.4.1.3 OTHER ANIMALS

Use by other livestock.

2.4.2

PETS

Use by domestic pets including dogs.
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MOT: Over Snow (Snow Trail: Motorized and Non-Motorized Use)
3 OVER SNOW TRAVEL

3.1

MTR OVER-SNOW VEHICLE

Motor vehicles designed for over-snow that run on a
track or tracks and/or a ski(s), while in use over snow.
The same vehicle would be a Standard/Terra OHV (1.2)
when not in use over snow. 36 CFR 212.1

3.1.1

OVER-SNOW VEHICLE > 50”

Over-snow vehicles greater than 50” in width, including
snow coaches, snow cats, and sport utility vehicles
(SUVs) with track conversion kits.

3.1.2

OVER-SNOW VEHICLE <= 50”

Motorized over-snow vehicles less than or equal to 50”
in width

3.1.2.1

SNOWMOBILE

Motorized over-snow vehicles that operate on a track,
use one or more skis for steering, have handle-bar
steering, and a seat designed to be straddled by the
operator.

3.1.2.2

OTHER OSV <= 50”

Other over-snow vehicles less than or equal to 50” in
width, including ATVs with track conversion kits.

3.2 NON-MTR SNOW TRAFFIC

All non-motorized uses specifically designed for travel
over snow and ice.

3.2.1

CROSS COUNTRY SKI

Cross-country skis. Includes ski mountaineering and
hike-in downhill skiing/snowboarding when not
supported by mechanized vehicles.

3.2.2

SNOW SHOE

Snow shoes.

3.2.3

DOG SLED

Snow sleds pulled by dogs.

3.2.4

OTHER NON-MTR SNOW
TRAFFIC

Other non-mechanized vehicles, including vehicles
pulled by animals other than dogs, as well as vehicles
propelled by wind or gravity, such as ice-boats or
bobsleds.
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MOT: Watercraft (Watercraft: Motorized and Non-Motorized Use)
4. WATERCRAFT
4.1 MOTOR WATERCRAFT

All types of watercraft when floating. Excludes
amphibious vehicles if any wheel or track is in
contact with the ground/substrate,
All types of self-propelled motorized watercraft,

4.1.1 ELECTRIC WATERCRAFT

Motorized watercraft propelled by electric outboard
motors,

4.1.2 GAS WATERCRAFT

Motorized watercraft propelled by inboard or outboard
gas engines,

4.1.2.1 MOTOR BOAT

Hulled boats propelled by inboard or outboard engines,

4.1.2.2 PERSONAL WATERCRAFT

One or two-person watercraft designed to be
straddled by the operator or ridden standing, such as jet
skis, wet bikes, and amphibious ATVs.

4.1.2.3 OTHER GAS WATERCRAFT

Other use by gas powered watercraft.

4.2 NON-MTR WATERCRAFT

All types of non-motorized watercraft

4.2.1 CANOE

Canoes

4.2.2 KAYAK

Kayaks

4.2.3 RAFT

Inflated open-top rafts

4.2.4 OTHER NON-MTR WATERCRAFT

Use by other non-motorized watercraft including
rowboats.
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Description

MOT: Aircraft (Motorized and Non-Motorized Use)
5 AIRCRAFT
5.1 MTR AIRCRAFT

All types of aircraft
All types of motorized powered aircraft

5.1.1 AIRPLANE

All types of motorized winged aircraft generally requiring
a runway for takeoff and landing. Includes ultralites.

5.1.2 HELICOPTER

All types of motorized helicopters

5.1.3 OTHER MOTORIZED AIRCRAFT

Other motorized aircraft, including blimps.

5.2 NON-MTR AIRCRAFT

All types of non-motorized flying vehicles.

5.2.1 GLIDER

Hang gliders and other winged, non- motorized aircraft.

5.2.2 OTHER NON MTR AIRCRAFT

Other un-powered aircraft, such as balloons.
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